
Version 11
Revisions in this release include:

New Feature: Searching for a crew member: the crew can be selected as the current active leg CA or FO on the Crew Details page.
New Feature: From Leg > Crew and Leg > Crew > Crew Picker long-press displays a summary of crew data and the option to select or deselect 
crew from the edited leg.
New Feature: Added 121.439 Recent landing experience to Legality Detail, Summary, and Alert view. For alert view use (recall) to see your 
recent landing expire date.
New Feature: iPad in landscape menu is always displayed
Updated search menu item. Now at the top of the main menu. Tapping search display's a modal view, allowing you to return to your previous 
screen.
Updated alert view and status board with pull to refresh controls.
Updated layout for APDL Toolkit Safari Extension.
Updated Logbook (iPad) View updated logpage formatting.
Updated Berlin Brandenburg Airport (BER) airport.
Update United Airlines, Inc. in Airline Database.
Added support for Breeze Airways and Swift Air
Improved Calendar Sync in iOS 15.
Improved weather information on Statusboard
Improved AutoFILL to include aircraft information TAILS
Improved new user workflow EULA, Onboarding, Settings Checklist, What's New, and Notification Prompting
Improved Split Window Support, fixed Add Duty Blank Trip when in split view.
Fixed Logging in and out of multiple accounts or sample mode.
Fixed Add Duty Period from Trip view.
Fixed missing flight numbers when flight is closed out on Trip View.
AutoFill window to locate missing flight information.
AutoFill when manually selected from Leg Editor will display what changed in the leg in the section footer. Autofill will not change data while 
editing a leg.
Airline Picker segments for International and All shows sections data.
Extended timeouts to improve the reliability of the Check Schedule and Import Trip features.
Updated graphics.
Overall stability improvements.

We strongly recommend that after installing APDL 11.0 go to  to review your airline and application settings.Settings > Setting Checklist

Thank you for choosing APDL - the one and only logbook solution for airline pilots built from the ground up for 14 CFR 117
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